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Update January 12, 2011: First WikiLeaks’ Cable Mentioning UFOs Released

A new report circulating in the Kremlin today prepared for President Medvedev by Russian Space Forces (VKS) 45th Division of Space Control says that an upcoming WikiLeaks release of secret US cables details that the Americans have been “engaged” since 2004 in a “war” against UFO’s based on or near the Continent of Antarctica, particularly the Southern Ocean.

According to this report, the United States went to its highest alert level on June 10, 2004 after a massive fleet of UFO’s “suddenly emerged” from the Southern Ocean and approached Guadalajara, Mexico barely 1,600 kilometers (1,000 miles) from the American border. Prior to reaching the US border, however, this massive UFO fleet is said in this report to have “dimensionally returned” to their Southern Ocean “home base”.

The fears of the Americans regarding these Southern Ocean UFO’s began, this report says, during the unprecedented events of July 11, 1991 (referred to as 7/11) when during the Solar Eclipse these mysterious aircraft appeared by the hundreds over nearly all of Mexico, even their Capital city. Most notable about the events of 7/11 were that as millions of Mexicans were watching on their televisions the National broadcasts of these UFO’s over Mexico City, the American media refused to allow their people to view it.

Since 2004, this report continues, fleets of Southern Ocean UFO’s have continued to emerge from their bases, with the latest such event being this Friday past when another of their massive fleets was sighted over the South American Nation of Chile.

The “immediate danger” to our World when these massive UFO fleets emerge from their report warns, are the massive waves caused by their sudden eruption from what are...
underwater base, or bases. In the past week alone, the Clelia II, an Antarctic cruise ship with 160 people onboard, was nearly capsized when hit by waves generated by these UFO’s emerging from the Southern Ocean, and just today the Number One Insung has been reported sunk with only 20 of its 42 member crew said saved due to the same cause.

Interesting to note in this report is its confirming our October 14th report US Shuts Down New York City Airspace Over UFO ‘Threat’ that these same Southern Ocean UFO’s were responsible for the closing of the airspace over New York City this past fall (October 13th) when they “appeared” openly and were witnessed by tens of thousands of people, and which, coincidentally, occurred during the same time frame as the mysterious Crystal Skulls of the ancient South American peoples were being exhibited there too.

Even more interesting to note is that the mysterious earthquakes being reported in the Gulf of Aden (where another “extraterrestrial” event is currently ongoing and we had reported on in our December 1st report Mysterious ‘Vortex’ Warned Is Creating Global Weather Catastrophe) are now being reported occurring in the Southern Ocean too.

This report goes on to state that after WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange warned last week that he would begin releasing secret US cables relating to these Southern Ocean UFO’s, and the Americans “war” against them, he was immediately arrested by British Police on trumped up charges issued by the Swedish government which in our December 8th report, Global Rebellion Erupts After “Unprotected Sex Meets Disrobed Governments”, we noted were engineered against him as a “classic” CIA “Honey Trap”.

Note: Since our last report on the EU-US frame-up of Assange it is now being reported that one of his two accusers, Anna Ardin, has fled Sweden and is now in hiding in the Palestinian territories.

To if Assange, or his WikiLeaks website, will survive to see the whole release of these Southern Ocean UFO files it is not to our knowing, nor does this report say.

What is in our knowing, however, and when coupled with the information we reported on in our December 10th report Massive Earthquake Fears Rise After Mysterious Object Moves Nearer To Earth, suggests that the timing of these events, as we near the December 20/21 Total Lunar Eclipse, and as Mercury turns retrograde and joins Mars as it forms a conjunction with Pluto, that the ending of this year, 2010, truly marks the ending of this age as prophesied by the ancients.

In the Sorcha Faal’s seminal work published in 2007, Battle Begins For Throne of This World; The Return of the Einherjar Warriors, she notes that in these “last days” the “guideposts” to what the future will hold for humanity does, indeed, rest hidden to the discerning reader in the words handed down to us by the ancients, none being more important in this case than those of Nostradamus, who in writing of this coming Lunar Eclipse and feared conjunctions warned:

“The arms to fight in the sky a long time,

The tree in the middle of the city fallen:

Sacred bough clipped, steel, in the face of the firebrand,
Then the Monarch of Adria fallen.” Quatrain 3:11

Most ominously for our World today, “the tree in the middle of the city” has, indeed, “fallen” with news from Glastonbury that the 2,000-year-old Holy Thorn Tree, one of Christianities oldest and most revered symbols, has been cut down by vandals. With the great tree now “fallen”, the battle for this Earth now moves to the “sky” until the “Monarch of Adria” (Pope Benedict XVI) has “fallen” too.
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1. Michael says:
03/09/2011 at 7:51 am

This artical is great start but as an american i have realized, we are shut out from real credible evidence, the government has become corrupt and wont let us know whats actually going on out there… One things for sure its pure ignorance to think that we are the only intelligent thing in this whole entire universe. Wikileaks is a great start, but the people need to get together and say enough is enough, WE THE PEOPLE want to know whats going on out there. A perfect example is Area 51 most people knw its a secret experiment(of some sort)facility, yet they denie it as if were jus a bunch of blind idiots… Hopefully one day the people will get together and abolish the corruption and once again have a true sence of whats going on… As for this war im not sure what will happen, my guess is that we are being studyied not really at war yet, with the technology of super fast flight and aerodynamics at there side they would surely destroy us if wanted. Hopefully it dosnt come to indepence day(the movie)status where we are left in the dark before its too late… As for now all we can do is wait and see what happens.

Rating: +6 (from 6 votes)

Reply

2. bijor says:
07/09/2011 at 6:14 pm

Hmmm. Let me get this right. An advanced spacecraft with the ability to travel vast space via wormhole or FTL would allow to be caught by “steam engine” technology and suckered into a war? Yeah, TOTALLY believable. How about this. Those UFO are a bunch of “kids” out for a joy ride cruising the planet earth zoo and being teenagers get sloppy and get caught. Seriously, you think for one moment we captured the special ops of galactic travelers? Get real. IF we have aliens we captured the not to bri ght of the bunch who went joy riding in their parents space car and went over the ZOO “railings” when CLEARLY their GPS & parents told them not too……

Rating: +4 (from 12 votes)

Reply
I admit, I always wondered-and rather enjoyed telling anyone who cared to listen-what it might be like in an alien household, where the parents are being hectored by the kids to borrow the family “car”. I could just imagine the parents, having finally been worn down by incessant whining, handing over the keys to the family buggy, saying, “For Arglbargle’s sake, make sure you have enough dark matter in the fuel tank; you don’t want to run out of gas over by the third rock system; that’s the Alabama of the Galaxy, you know.”.

Rating: +1 (from 1 vote)

Reply

3. unknown says:
04/10/2011 at 7:14 pm

@bijor you don’t understand ufos so why event state your subjective opinion? i mean UFOs are real and you clearly you havn’t done any type of research on the cover up. there are indeed extraterrestrial’s engaging this planet in a peaceful mannor, but unfortunately peace is to diverse for us humans to comprehend.

Rating: +6 (from 6 votes)

Reply

4. Leopoldo Zambrano Enríquez says:
04/10/2011 at 8:53 pm

在互联网上没有人讲真话。

又是谁说, 互联网是说真话?

Rating: +2 (from 2 votes)

Reply

5. naralie rose kirkham says:
02/11/2011 at 2:27 am

i know they are real. u are blind 2 say they are not! i dont care who laughs, because one day i will be the one laughing bk. i am scared 2 fall asleep on my own with the light off anymore. seen alot of fcked up shit! thats wot ya call tramatized cuz i dont get scared easily. it first started when living at 58 college road at my nans; it was september the 13th 2008 approximatly 1.45am that i heard a strange wurring sound while asleep which made me think wot the fcks that! thats no lorry turning. and shot out of bed and straight up at the window and woz stood there rubbing my eyes in disbelive at the huge disc shaped object ubove both sides of the street and its yellow spotlights under it. as it went it made a thundering sound that im shocked nobody heard. i got so excited i ran into my nans bedroom and woke her up and got her out of bed then while nan woz gettin up ran downstairs to wake grandad up cuz he slept in chair cuz woz ill at the time. started sayin grand get up jst seen ufo outside come have a look, he jst woke up and kept sayin i believe u, i said can could. so ran upstairs bk to nan who came to bedroom window wiv me and she hear the noise it woz makin. my nan got alittle scared. it dissapeared in the shrewsbury direction. 1 year later i was living in gittin street by woodside school with this lad les at the time.

7 of 21
front of the house. we had 4 dogs. foxy an alsalation, babbs a german pointer, and 2 greyhounds casper and minty. and after what happened in college road, i started sitting outside in the bk garden at 1 to 3am with the dogs and hav smoke and watch the sky. me and les seen and heard alot of shit, one night i woz sitting out on my own and foxy started growling so i thinkin whats she growling at and this ball of light starts flying over really low. i didnt know what to do so started running towards the back door, but there woz a patio that steps up onto the garden which has breeze blocks to get on there, me cuz its dark, and panicing thinks i stepped on them but i stepped in the recycling bins stacked up and went flying forward. i landed on my rib cage, hip and banged my one knee really hard. les heard the bang and comes out and turns the outside light on. but im on my knees nw seriosly winded, foxy thort i woz messing as her tail went up to wag but then dropped and looked all worried. i thort i punctured my lung or sumit. never hurt myself like that be4 and i've broke bones, couldnt sit up in bed for months after. the light had gone by the time i had managed that and les came out and carried me 2 the sofa 2 lie down. graised my hip pretty bad 2. a week later we had videos on the cameras round the house that had caught things flying around the house. well freaky. we seen a traingular green shaped ufo at the day at the front of the house that we seen for 2 to 3 seconds be4 it totally dissapeared. we seen sumit crash into the telephone wires one nite that made the internet fuck up. 1 year after that me and les split up because he punched me 3 times when pregnant and i cracked my head on the wall and split my eye open. i was then living at my dads in ferriors road. we used to go up the racecouse when he’d finish work in his van as he was a plumber and hav a fag or 2. he didnt know if to believe me or not then. but we stood out the van up there in pitch black having a smoke with this cow field gate in front of us, overlooking oswestry town lights. and we seen a orange ball of light this time dotting about in front like a pin ball. if u had blinked u would of missed it. so he started to believe then. so we used to stand in front garden in week when he finished work and we weat going the pub. and hav a fag, well my dad had a fag. i’d hav a joint, we seen something in the sky the one night quite close, i said to my dad turn around with our back to it then we turned bk round and it woz closer. in the end it shot off and dissapeared. one night when trying to fall asleep in my brothers old bedroom, had mirror with dressing table next to the single bed with my head facing the window behind me and doorway in front with preny my dads black cat staring all wierd and scared at the window behind me which woz open as it woz summer. i could hear this high pitched droning sound that keep cumin close to the window then moving away. so i got scared and thort im never gona get to sleep and had to be up early in the morning so shut the window. but as i was trying to fall asleep i could still hear it and had gut feeling something was out there but tryed to ignore it. i was just about to drift off when a big thud of something landing on the roof above my head woke me right up and started screaming dad. i opened window to see what going on as my dad comes running in. we both lookin out the window when something comes from above the house and starts dissapearing towards the house in front, we seen it go over the house in front and dissapear out the atmosphere, we jst watched as it got smaller. well freaky! thats why i still cant sleep on own wiv the light off and the door not open.

Reply

Paulo says:
02/11/2011 at 10:55 am

Yes! They are real! But they are not what is made for you to believe… They are not ETs. You are a victim of demon spirits posed as aliens to once again deceive :" " " " Be saved by the Yahushua Jesus Christ. His name is powerful and the ex what you’re dealing.

Call His name and ask to be saved, and be delivered my friend!
Great story Hun. I Feel for you though, I’d love to spend time getting high experiencing the things you have 😊

I totally believe you natalie, I encountered an alien in 1967 and again in 2009. They are very real and have been on earth for centuries? however it may be of comfort to you that they won’t hurt you, if they were going to harm us it would of happened long ago. The aliens are responsible for the latest technologies that we see especially in the line of defence weaponry, they are from a very near galaxy to earth, some are identical to humans believe me I know they are here.

lol. get a grip mate 😏 watch the forth kind. based on true events in alaska, with real footage.

you don’t realize The Fourth Kind is a mockumentary SF movie. Yes, the official clasification mockumentary, not documentary, starring Mila Jovovich as Dr. Abigail, and Charlotte Milchard as Dr. Abigail in a “real” footage.
The monarch of a no-longer existent Etruscan city is actually the Pope? That Nostradamus was really onto something there.

But then again, what more can one expect from people who believe that “UFO” equals “Aliens fro another planet”…

(spotlights + shooting stars + groupthink + government and private surveillance and research + random noises) = Aliens

Reply

@tom says:
22/01/2012 at 1:23 am

you have a lot to learn. who are you to say what does and doesn’t exist. you think just because you haven’t seen something that it doesn’t exist? i feel sorry for you, being so closed minded and thinking the world revolves around you. if you only knew how silly you sound to those that know the truth. but your expert opinion carries no clout here. oh, and most scientists disagree with you also. but you already know everything, don’t you 😆

Rating: +2 (from 2 votes)
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@Gil McDonald, Sr. says:
13/11/2011 at 1:09 am

I have a lot of upclose and personal ufo photos on my website. These are photos I took in Jefferson City, Missouri and they show more than 100 ufos and it seems that the things we call orbs are a part of the situation. Take a look. There are 18 pages but most of it is photos and there are some details on the experience and the gov harassment since the info was published. It is real and as far as I can tell it is deadly. You can click on my name for the website or just google the name and it will give you a link to ‘Photo UFO’.

Rating: +1 (from 3 votes)

Reply

@tom says:
22/01/2012 at 1:42 am

@Gil McDonald, Sr.
you have a great website. keep up the good work

Rating: +1 (from 1 vote)
natalie rose kirkham says:
14/11/2011 at 2:29 pm

cheers mate. will do. wots ure website? fuck all these non-believers. they will believe one day. lol. dnt care who thinks im nuts. i seen to much 2 believe its goverment survielance! pmsl. we cannot be the only life out there and people are stupid 2 think we are and believe in common sense. funny as fck!

Rating: +3 (from 3 votes)
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natalie rose kirkham says:
14/11/2011 at 2:40 pm

soz mate. i got it. click on ure name innit. bit slow 2day. lol. doing my plumber coursework. heads blagged. lol. nice one anyway 😊

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

Reply

natalie rose kirkham says:
14/11/2011 at 2:56 pm

i think i love u mate! lol. fckin amazing. i knew about planet x. but i didnt knw all that. nice one 4 the website! me and lee seen an orange one not lng ago. wen we stood talkin by sainsburys, told lee 2 look behind him. he seen it but it shot off straight after that. cheers huney. 😊

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

Reply

L Kelly says:
18/11/2011 at 11:45 am

😊 I cant find yr site using 'photo ufos'. pls give better description

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

Reply

Cosmostarman says:
18/11/2011 at 5:06 pm

@L KELLY
You can click on my name for the website.

How simple can it be? Move your cursor to my name above and click. That wi
Everyone must see this if you are seeking truth. Even if you don’t believe it. For you to recognize what will happen when it starts happening.

These entities are from the spirit realm. They are not physical entities but are able and eager to possess (ie. channeling) empty souls not filled with the Holy Spirit. It is a 7 part series. Watch it all, PLEASE!

Click above in my name.

All you need to read is this book: http://ufohighway.com/

This book reveals many truths out there. Read it before it is censored.

To the sheep/non-believers who usually can’t even use the word “too” properly… WAKE THE F UP!!!
QUIT BEING PROUD OF BEING DUMBED DOWN.

en la pelicula STARGATE hay una guerra en ANTARTIDA de donde sabian los guyonistas sobre la misma fecha.

UFOs will be revealed as “time travelers”. They will be from Earth, for the most part.
02/06/2012 at 3:57 pm

you are correct

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

Reply

18. Mist says:
12/01/2012 at 9:39 pm

😄 Yea, makes me smile every time …
I don’t say “they” don’t exist, however,
I think you people should just stay calm,
relax and stop making such huge conspiracy
theories … Just relax.
To this site, its a rip off, every second link gets
you to purchase something … but thats ok …

Rating: 0 (from 2 votes)

Reply

19. John says:
24/01/2012 at 1:06 am

These are Nazis. Study Admiral Bird.

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

Reply

20. jaaan says:
26/01/2012 at 6:49 pm

i do believe in UFO.. i do not believe in this news.

Rating: +2 (from 2 votes)

Reply

21. no1inparticular says:
07/03/2012 at 11:24 am

*If* this is true, I feel something *might* be missing.

The one part I’ve been thinking about for a while is the “war” aspect, and I think there may be a piece or pieces missing from the equation. The “war” aspect doesn’t fit the equation because of the huge technology gap. It would be figuratively speaking, rocks versus laser guns. The winning said “war” would be infinitesimal, if not absolute zero. Something like winning said “war” would be a more accurate way to describe that?
On the other hand, I can think of one thing that the missing piece might be. It was something I learned from myself many many years ago as a kid. Somewhere in the middle of playing an ice hockey game, one of the players on the other team cross-checked (which is illegal in hockey) me to the chest once, then began to verbally taunt/bully me on top of that.

After he hit me I just stopped and ‘starred’ at him for a few seconds and listened to his various threats. I’m not sure exactly why I did what I did, but deep down inside me I knew that if it came down to a real fight, the guys chances of winning said fight would be roughly zero. I thought about this for another second or two and also realised 2 other things.

1. I would not prove anything to myself if I won, because I already knew I would before it even started.
2. I would be penalized 5 minutes for fighting, during which time I would not be playing the game I love to play.

After analysing the situation, I made a *conscious* choice not to follow that little impulse of anger that I felt when he hit me. Instead I chose to restrain my anger, and do what was logically the correct choice for me, and I skated away from him.

Getting back on topic again, *if* this is true I see no rational reason for fear, and that is simply because if they really wanted you dead, you would be dead. Their actions appear to be along the lines of an observer role. If I had a chance to watch an entire race destroy themselves and their planet in a orgy of greed and war, I would absolutely be grabbing a front row seat.

22. *cj* says:

If anyone is interested in doing serious research into the subject and many others look up David Wilcock. He has compiled lots of good info and opinions on this and other fascinating things

23. *LibertyTreeBud* says:

with news from Glastonbury that the 2,000-year-old Holy Thorn Tree, there was no tree preservation order on the Holy Thorn, I wonder why? If they revered the tree and thought so much of it. I hope the vandals are also chopped down and suffer in this life.

24. *Donn* says:

Don’t open the “Massive Earthquake Fears Rise After Mysterious Object Moves Nearer To Earth” link it contains a trojan virus.

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

25. **Donn** says:
10/05/2012 at 11:36 pm

I’m about at the point where I’ve given up on my species so if the world’s gonna end then I honestly don’t care. We all have a strong chance of dying tomorrow on our daily commutes going from A to B and back to A again so why worry about death? Just live your lives to the fullest and hope that death isn’t the end of the road.

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)

26. **Mephisto161** says:
19/06/2012 at 1:42 pm

@ naralie rose kirkham;

Wow! What packed life you have lived. I am sorry to hear how things went so sour in your relationship. Never take that kind of crap from a guy, they just ain’t worth it honey!

Rating: 0 (from 0 votes)
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PostsComments
Assange arrest impacts on impending release of classified UFO cables

On Tuesday morning at 9:30 am, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange was placed under arrest and denied bail by British authorities for allegations of rape being investigated in Sweden. A new Swedish prosecutor had reopened an investigation against Assange despite a previous prosecutor deciding against pressing charges. One of the women involved in the case had after the alleged rape incident thrown a party for Assange’s benefit. That and other actions by the women involved persuaded the original prosecutor not to charge Assange. One of the women has been found to have connections to the CIA suggesting Assange may have been set up in a ‘honey trap’ operation. The arrest and detention of Assange creates confusion over how and when future diplomatic cables will be released. Of special interest, are those concerning UFOs.

WikiLeaks had come increasingly under pressure from the U.S. government and major allies such as Australia, Sweden and France to prosecute Julian Assange, and/or curtail internet servers hosting leaked classified U.S. diplomatic cables. Amazon.Com, Paypal, and the internet service EveryDNS.net all quickly jettisoned their connections to Wikileaks after pressure from U.S. authorities. All this has occurred despite the fact that many believe the documents released so far are pretty innocuous and amount to little more than diplomatic chatter. Some WikiLeaks critics had gone so far as to claim that Assange is actually aiding and abetting a major U.S. ally, Israel, by selectively releasing documents. Others viewed the Wikileaks release as part of a false flag operation to justify internet censorship. The most recent response by U.S. authorities to request diplomatic and military personnel NOT to read the Wikileaks material is deemed by some to be a panicked over-reaction.
Assange arrest impacts on impending release of classified UFO cables ... http://www.examiner.com/article/assange-arrest-impacts-on-impending-r...

956b-00144feab49a.html#axzz17Gdrbd68) that may in the end only help Wikileaks grow in popularity. If the diplomatic cables released so far are innocuous, helping a major U.S. ally or a false flag operation, as some claim, why the panicked response by U.S. authorities? The answer may lie in a brief response Assange gave to a question in a Guardian newspaper interview. Assange said that some of the diplomatic cables soon to be released contain references to UFOs.

In response to a question about whether any of the documents sent to Wikileaks discussed UFOs and extraterrestrial life, Assange began his response (http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/blog/2010/dec/03/julian-assange-wikileaks) by dismissing the relevance of much of what he had received:

"Many weirdos email us about UFOs or how they discovered that they were the anti-christ whilst talking with their ex-wife at a garden party over a pot-plant. However, as yet they have not satisfied two of our publishing rules.

1) that the documents not be self-authored;

2) that they be original.

Just as it appeared that Wikileaks had no credible documents about UFOs, Assange made a bombshell admission (http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/blog/2010/dec/03/julian-assange-wikileaks): "However, it is worth noting that in yet-to-be-published parts of the cablegate archive there are indeed references to UFOs." Assange did not elaborate on the context of the UFO related documents, nor did he give a time table for their release.

According to a number of confidential insider sources known to alternative science researcher David Wilcock, there has been a furious behind-the-scenes struggle over the pace and extent of UFO disclosure. He claims (http://divinecosmos.com/index.php/start-here/davids-blog/898-chinasurpriseji) that Wikileaks is likely to release enough information about UFOs to bring a rapid end to the decades-long secrecy surrounding extraterrestrial life and technology.

"This is very, very interesting. Disclosure is happening now. It hasn’t gotten into UFOs just yet, but we’re already seeing the signs of what true Disclosure will be like – an explosive burst of new information that the insiders do not want you to know, all coming out at once.

If Wilcock is correct, Wikileaks is poised to transform the world as we know it. That would explain the panicked reaction to the Wikileaks releases by U.S. authorities, and may even be related to the apparent
honey trap operation that has resulted in Assange’s arrest.

Prominent figures on the right wing of U.S. politics such as Mike Huckabee (http://www.thestatecolumn.com/articles/mike-huckabee-calls-for-execution-of-julian-assange/), Sarah Palin (http://www.networkworld.com/news/2010/120210-sarah-palin-target-wikileaks-assange.html?hpq1=bn) and Rush Limbaugh (http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/7529668-limbaugh-on-wikileaks-obama-and-assange) have gone as far as calling for Assange to be hunted down, tried and executed for the damage he has caused to U.S. national interests. The FOX news network is most prominent in advocating a draconian line to be taken against Assange and Wikileaks. What is not well understood is that FOX news has been instrumental in creating a debilitating partisan political environment that has hamstrung the Obama administration in its policy initiatives. FOX news represents the interests of prominent political and industrial figures that have long been associated with the cover-up of UFOs and extraterrestrial life.

Clinton accompanied by Laurence Rockefeller in August 1995 in Wyoming

At the other end of the political spectrum, the Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton (http://www.examiner.com/topic/hillary-clinton) has tried to make lemonade out of the Wikileaks lemon by focusing on what it reveals about the professionalism of U.S. diplomacy. In a recent dinner she praised (http://edition.cnn.com/2010/US/12/05/wikileaks/) the "full breadth and depth of American artistry and diversity," adding in jest, "I am writing a cable about it, which I’m sure you’ll find soon on your closest website."

What Clinton is not revealing is her own past role in endorsing the release of UFO files as First Lady during the Clinton administration. Hillary, along with President Clinton, met with Laurence Rockefeller in 1995 in Wyoming. The Clintons were given an informal briefing about why it was in U.S. national interests to disclose information about UFOs and extraterrestrial life. FOIA documents (exopolitics-in-honolulu/clinton-on-hollywood-ufos-et-enemy-images) confirm that Hillary then became Rockefeller’s point person in encouraging the Clinton administration to move forward with such a release. Political contingencies led to the Clintons eventually failing in their efforts to have UFO files released. Similarly, the Obama administration has failed to make much headway in behind the scenes efforts to release UFO documents partly due to the highly partisan political environment created by the FOX news network.

Hillary Clinton is very aware of the contents of diplomatic cables yet to be released. If some concern UFOs, they may well be the catalyst for the collapse of secrecy surrounding the truth behind UFOs and extraterrestrial life. That may help explain why Clinton is more muted in what punitive action should be taken against Assange. Clinton, along with others in the
Obama administration, privately welcome the release of documents that bring to an end the secrecy surrounding UFOs. However, the prominence and influence of many right wing commentators associated with the FOX news network, the Obama administration has to be seen to be taking action to put a stop to Wikileaks. Hence the dubious legal effort to investigate bringing criminal charges against Assange, and attempt to prevent diplomatic personnel reading online the classified documents released by Wikileaks. The official U.S. response to the Wikileaks release is not well thought out and is predicted to very likely increase public interest and support for the Wikileaks material. The U.S. response very likely reflects conflicting reactions of panic and elation among senior policy makers over a possible catastrophic collapse in the secrecy system surrounding UFOs.

Assange's arrest in Britain creates uncertainty over when and how future diplomatic cables will be released. The denial of bail to Assange on flimsy legal grounds is likely to be used as a lever by authorities behind the scenes to prevent or slow the release of some of the more damaging diplomatic information. The result however may be the so called 'nuclear option' Assange has threatened where all the diplomatic cables will be released at once without any redactions or filtering. Despite Assange's arrest, Wikileaks continues to function and today tweeted that the gradual release will continue. So whether the nuclear option happens or classified information continues to come out gradually, the eventual release of diplomatic cables concerning UFOs may lead to a collapse of the secrecy system surrounding UFOs and extraterrestrial life. That will change the world as we know it.

Michael Salla, Honolulu Exopolitics Examiner

Dr. Michael Salla popularized exopolitics with online analyses of secret government policies concerning extraterrestrial life. What others are saying about Dr. Michael Salla: The American Chronicle recently directed readers to Dr. Salla for information about the Whistleblower Protection...
After WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange warned that he would release secret US cables relating to the Southern Ocean UFO-U.S. war, he was immediately arrested --- for broken condoms, allegedly.

New WikiLeaks information includes cables on sensitive UFO cases, including the June 2004 UFO event that ran from the Southern Ocean to Guadalajara, Jalisco, as well as last July's solar eclipse during which millions of Mexican residents saw UFOs with their own eyes.

Most media outlets refuse to air UFO videos but, if one should stay up all night and look up at the skies, 3:00 AM can prove most interesting.

The walls between the dimensions are apparently wearing thin and becoming translucent. What was previously unseen will begin to come into view, first in the desert regions.

A lot can be seen with *eyes wide open*.

Bombshell Report: WikiLeaks to Release US at War with UFOs
Monday, December 20, 2010 11:41

Grant Lawrence--Bodhi Thunder

I am not sure how reliable this story is but it is a good story.

The European Union Times is reporting that WikiLeaks is about to release a diplomatic cable with information that the US has been engaged in a war with UFOs based near Antarctica since 2004.

The news about the upcoming leak is supposedly coming out of the Kremlin in Russia.

...According to this report, the United States went to its highest alert level on June 10, 2004 after a massive fleet of UFO’s “suddenly emerged” from the Southern Ocean and approached Guadalajara, Mexico barely 1,600 kilometers (1,000 miles) from the American border. Prior to reaching the US border, however, this massive UFO fleet is said in this report to have “dimensionally returned” to their Southern Ocean “home base”.

The fears of the Americans regarding these Southern Ocean UFO’s began, this report says, during the unprecedented events of July 11, 1991 (referred to as 7/11) when during the Solar Eclipse these mysterious aircraft appeared by the hundreds over nearly all of Mexico, even their Capital city. Most notable about the events of 7/11 were that as millions of Mexicans were watching on their televisions the National broadcasts of these UFO’s over Mexico City, the American media refused to allow their people to view it.

Since 2004, this report continues, fleets of Southern Ocean UFO’s have continued to emerge from their bases, with the latest such event being this Friday past when another of their massive fleets was sighted over the South American Nation of Chile....(european union times)

The story goes on to say that these same UFOs based in the Southern Ocean were responsible for the UFO sightings in New York this last October. It seems the UFO beings wanted to make their presence known in a big way.

It is conjectured that the US and Western governments are aggressively going after Assange to stop this unsettling leak.

It has been reported that Assange has an "insurance file" that he will release if he is facing imprisonment in the US. Other reports have conjectured that WikiLeaks was about to issue government UFO secrets.

Perhaps this UFO leak is part of Assange's "insurance file." However, according to the report, the Kremlin is expecting the leak soon.
Some believe that gigantic waves reported frequently in Southern Ocean may be caused by UFO fleets suddenly emerging from their underwater bases from the Southern Ocean floor. Antarctic cruise Clelia II was believed to be hit by these huge waves that nearly capsized with 160 people onboard. Another ship Insung has been reported sunk with only 20 of its 42 member crew for the same reason. It is again believed that the airspace over New York City was closed for some time on October 13th for the fear of UFO threat emerging from Southern Ocean.

Mysterious occurrence of “formation” of this vortex in late 2000 at Gulf of Aden forced many nations to send their naval fleets to Gulf of Aden. This mysterious vortex has destroyed their fishing waters in Somalia. Mysterious earthquakes with magnitudes of 4.5 and 5.4 are being reported in the Gulf of Aden. May believe it may be another extraterrestrial event. World’s mainstream media blocked ufo report.

Wiki Leaks Reveals Massive UFO Activity In Antarctic Ocean. The infamous and embattled Julian Assange had made prior comments to the announced release of many of his controversial intelligence leaks that there would be UFO related materials. Such was the case recently when Wiki Leaks revealed alleged compromised Department of Defense cable communications indicating that US armed forces may be in the midst of a secret war with UFO's.

According to the sources that were revealed, there was an all out alert issued by Air Force Space Command after the emergence of a large flotilla of airborne unidentified objects from the floor of the Southern Seas of the Antarctic. This armada of unknown objects headed toward Guadalajara, Mexico.

With US warplanes deployed and all radars intensified on the inbound targets, the massive UFO fleet supposedly dimensionally relocated themselves back to submerge in the antarctic oceans once again. The incident occurred 10 June 2004.

Recently, another massive emergence of the unknown objects headed toward the southern tip of South America and flew over Chile. Experts say that the immediate threat posed by these huge displays of large numbers as they launch from beneath the waters is the dangerous wave they generate that is capable of sinking ocean traffic such as freighters and other vessels.

In the most recent appearance of the UFO armada from the antarctic Southern Ocean, one cruise ship was nearly capsized with 160 aboard while another vessel was overturned with a crew of 60 with only 20 rescued survivors.

This story was originally released by the European Times Online which had reported that the Russian president was receiving intelligence briefings indicating that the US was involved in secret military confrontations with massive UFO formations originating from underwater bases in and around the antarctic oceans.

These events corroborate a number of other incidents over the past recent years. In 1991 a wave of UFO sightings swept over Mexico City during the widely awaited eclipse. The luminous objects were recorded by many hand held video cams owned by citizens and offered to TV news crews. In October 13, 2010 the dramatic appearance of UFO activity over New York City caused the Air Force to shut down air traffic over the city for 24 hours. Thousands of witnesses stood spellbound as they watched UFO's in the skies above the Big Apple.

Commonly known as Unidentified Submerged Objects (USO's) there have been numerous reports over the last 4 decades of startling appearances of under water objects suddenly emerging and harassing ships and aircraft. The late Ivan T. Sanderson, a well known TV personality on animal behavior as well as a former intelligence officer during World War II, published more than one book on the subject considerably ahead of his time.
Friends close to him allege that he never gave up his research on USO's, and may even have been viewed as a dangerous nuisance by his former espionage employers. Sanderson contracted a rare cancer that ended his life quickly like so many others who have been deemed inconvenient to sensitive government matters.

A massive sighting of USO's terrified several people on the California coast near the offshore Redondo Trench. There, police received phone calls from frightened citizens telling them of bright objects emerging from the Pacific and flying into the night sky at rapid speeds.

It is said that Julian Assange has been falsely accused of sexual assault charges by authorities in Sweden which resulted in his arrest in Great Britain. That one of his accusers, Anna Ardin, has fled and is presently in hiding, among the Palestinians, is a strong indication that the charges, according to those familiar with government tactics, are a ploy to silence Assange's evidence.

There is a very curious and questionable history of naval involvement and lost aircraft over the Antarctic continent that compels us to study further. I will pursue this controversy further in a soon to follow article.

**Wikileaks: US-UFO War In Southern Ocean Disclosure**

**Space Studies Degree**

[www.APUS.edu](http://www.APUS.edu)

---

* Tue Dec 21, 2010 3:34 pm by [Jesse89202](http://www.disclose.tv/forum/profile/jesse89202)*

**Wikileaks Set To Reveal US-UFO War In Southern Ocean**

*Posted on December 13, 2010*

A new report circulating in the Kremlin today prepared by Russian Space Forces (VKS) 45th Division of Space Control says that an upcoming WikiLeaks release of secret US cables details that the Americans have been "engaged" since 2004 in a "war" against UFO's based on or near the Continent of Antarctica, particularly the Southern Ocean.

According to this report, the United States went to its highest alert level on June 10, 2004 after a massive fleet of UFO's "suddenly emerged" from the Southern Ocean and approached Guadalajara, Mexico barely 1,600 kilometers (1,000 miles) from the American border. Prior to reaching the US border, however, this massive UFO fleet is said in this report to have "dimensionally returned" to their Southern Ocean "home base".

The fears of the Americans regarding these Southern Ocean UFO's began, this report says, during the unprecedented events of July 11, 1991 (referred to as 7/11) when during the Solar Eclipse these mysterious aircraft appeared by the hundreds over nearly all of Mexico, even their Capital city. Most notable about the events of 7/11 were that as millions of Mexicans were watching on their televisions the National broadcasts of these UFO's over Mexico City, the American media refused to allow their people to view it.
Since 2004, this report continues, fleets of Southern Ocean UFO’s have continued to emerge from their bases, with the latest such event being this Friday past when another of their massive fleets was sighted over the South American Nation of Chile.

The “immediate danger” to our World when these massive UFO fleets emerge from the Southern Ocean, this report warns, are the massive waves caused by their sudden eruption from what are believed to be their underwater base, or bases. In the past week alone, the Clelia II, an Antarctic cruise ship with 160 people onboard, was nearly capsized when hit by waves generated by these UFO’s emerging from the Southern Ocean, and just today the Number One Insung has been reported sunk with only 20 of its 42 member crew said saved due to the same cause.

Interesting to note in this report is its confirming our October 14th report US Shuts Down New York City Airspace Over UFO ‘Threat’ that these same Southern Ocean UFO’s were responsible for the closing of the airspace over New York City this past fall (October 13th) when they “appeared” openly and were witnessed by tens of thousands of people, and which, coincidentally, occurred during the same time frame as the mysterious Crystal Skulls of the ancient South American peoples were being exhibited there too.
Even more interesting to note is that the mysterious earthquakes being reported in the Gulf of Aden (where another “extraterrestrial” event is currently ongoing and we had reported on in our December 1st report Mysterious ‘Vortex’ Warned Is Creating Global Weather Catastrophe) are now being reported occurring in the Southern Ocean too.

Image
http://neic.usgs.gov/neis/bulletin/neic_ebbt_h.html

This report goes on to state that after WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange warned last week that he would begin releasing secret US cables relating to these Southern Ocean UFO’s, and the Americans “war” against them, he [Assange] was immediately arrested by British Police on trumped up charges issued by the Swedish government which in our December 8th report, Global Rebellion Erupts After “Unprotected Sex Meets Disrobed Governments”, we noted were engineered against him as a “classic” CIA “Honey Trap”.

Note: Since our last report on the EU-US frame-up of Assange it is now being reported that one of his two accusers, Anna Ardin, has fled Sweden and is now in hiding in the Palestinian territories.

To if Assange, or his WikiLeaks website, will survive to see the whole release of these Southern Ocean UFO files it is not to our knowing, nor does this report say.

What is in our knowing, however, and when coupled with the information we reported on in our December 10th report Massive Earthquake Fears Rise After Mysterious Object Moves Nearer To Earth, suggests that the timing of these events, as we near the December 20/21 Total Lunar Eclipse, and as Mercury turns retrograde and joins Mars as it forms a conjunction with Pluto, that the ending of this year, 2010, truly marks the ending of this age as prophesied by the ancients.

In the Sorcha Faal’s seminal work published in 2007, Battle Begins For Throne of This World: The Return of the Einherjar Warriors, she notes that in these “last days” the “guideposts” to what the future will hold for humanity does, indeed, rest hidden to the discerning reader in the words handed down to us by the ancients, none being more important in this case than those of Nostradamus, who in writing of this coming Lunar Eclipse and feared conjunctions warned:

“Thet arms to fight in the sky a long time,

The tree in the middle of the city fallen:

Sacred bough clipped, steel, in the face of the firebrand,

Then the Monarch of Adria fallen.” Quatrain 3:11

Most ominously for our World today, “the tree in the middle of the city” has, indeed, “fallen” with news from Glastonbury that the 2,000-year-old Holy Thorn Tree, one of Christianities oldest and most revered symbols, has been cut down by vandals. With the great tree now “fallen”, the battle for this Earth now moves to the “sky” until the “Monarch of Adria” (Pope Benedict XVI) has “fallen” too.
Ship sank 1,400 miles (2,250 kilometres) south of New Zealand

http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1430.htm

Related video posted four years ago on youtube:
Sometimes the only sane answer to an insane world is insanity.
-Mulder

*T Tue Dec 21, 2010 4:02 pm » by Troll2rocks

Hmmm,
I think it will go a little deeper than intercepted cables.

* Tue Dec 21, 2010 4:08 pm » by Funnyman46

Question: Is there no population in this area that NO personal reports of UFO sightings and wars have been reported before this leak takes place? Doesn't it seem a bit strange that such few incidents have been reported where a supposed UFO war is taking place since the late 90's?

Please do not take anything I say as truth, I am under control of a lizard race hell bent on staying underground and unseen to further my paranoia.
Spock

US-UFO War In Southern Ocean Disclosure = Sorcha Faal = Epic Fail

Sorcha is a Science Fiction blogger that writes crap and spins it as truth in order to receive a boner as it goes across the internet.

**ATHEISM:**
The belief there was once absolutely nothing. Nothing happened to the nothing until the nothing exploded into everything. Then all of the exploded everything rearranged itself, into self-replicating bits which turned into dinosaurs.

---

The57Ironman

spock wrote:

US-UFO War In Southern Ocean Disclosure = Sorcha Faal = Epic Fail

Sorcha is a Science Fiction blogger that writes crap and spins it as truth in order to receive a boner as it goes across the internet.

receive a boner !!!!!!!
geez....is that all it takes?

......

---

Tuur10

Not being funny, but if these events took place at sea or the Antarctic itself, would there be that many witnesses apart from those military personnel who were supposedly present?

I'm not sure polar bears make good witnesses.

---
Here’s what I’ve found for that area so far;  
http://www.internationalufo.net/forums/index.php?topic=9434 (parts)

The renowned scientist and France’s first female astronaut Claudie Haigneré had to be ‘forcefully restrained’ after screaming ‘Earth Must Be Warned’...prior to her falling into a coma from a reported overdose of sleeping pills in an apparent attempt at suicide.

It is also IMPORTANT...to note the timing of Dr. Haigneré’s alleged suicide attempt coming at the exact time that concerns are growing over the growing deployment of Global Naval Forces around the Middle Eastern region believed to have been the location of the ancient Garden of Eden, and which we had reported on in our December 21st report titled ‘World Shipping Comes To Halt As Global Navies Prepare For 'Unprecedented' Confrontation’.

Haignere, a rheumatologist, flew to the MIR space station as an astronaut in 1996 and to the International Space Station (ISS) in 2001. She’s studied how humans adapt their motor and cognitive skills in weightlessness and monitored astronauts from the ground. Later, on the MIR, she performed experiments in physiology, developmental biology, fluid physics and technology, according to the European Space Agency.

More ominously, these reports continue, was that within hours of Dr. Haigneré’s alleged suicide attempt her laboratory, where she worked on the forefront of Human/ Alien DNA research, at the World renowned Pasteur Institute was destroyed by fire, and as we can read as reported by the Associated Press News Service:

‘Fire broke out Wednesday in a biology laboratory at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, famed for research on fighting infectious diseases, officials said.

No victims were reported, and no sensitive materials or viruses were affected by the fire, which was extinguished by firefighters, an official at the institute said. The official was not authorized to be publicly named according to company policy. The cause of the blaze was unclear’.

FSB internal reports on Dr. Haigneré state that since her return from space she had become convinced that our Earth had been visited in our historical past by ‘ancient astronauts' who had not only had colonized our Planet but had genetically engineered the then existing semi-human life forms into our present day human race.

"Side note/’S’...How this all ties in perhaps...world shipping halted...with our article on ‘THE BALTIC INDEX’. Click below on ‘My Website’ for this ‘Forum Article’-IMPORTANT/’S’

http://thetruthbehindthescenes.wordpress....air-force/

A very unusual series of some 43 consecutive earthquakes recorded since yesterday morning by USGS in the Gulf of Aden, between Djibouti, Somalia and Yemen.

Although a series of earthquakes in one place usually a normal phenomenon, in view of aftershocks that can be generated after a major quake, this series is still remarkable. On this spot has long been no seismic activity more measured, and never in such high numbers consecutive. The earthquakes range between 4.5 and 5.4 on the Richter scale and almost all are on or around 10 km depth.

Influence of solar activity

A few days ago reported that Spaceweather.com the expected date of securities by the eruption of solar flare around 14 to 15 November 1123 would reach the earth. Often this is accompanied by seismic activity. A connection between the two is possible.

Stargate Activation?
In early January this year we published the article "Events in Yemen and the Stargate in the Gulf of Aden," the strange events in that region. There are more than 300 Navy ships around the "vortex" and the year before appeared suddenly news about Somali pirates and terrorists in Yemen, as a diversion or cover-up seems to be the presence of these vessels in the Gulf of Aden.

It seems that the stargate again yesterday in strength is increased, or maybe even completely open, given the measured seismic activity at a depth of 10 km (7 miles), which exactly matches the depth of the acting power that among the Stargate located.

Shortly after the news in January, some suggested using a photo, that the port is more to the east of Yemen would find. Subsequently it turned to this picture to sandstorm to go. We felt not beat this place and felt already where it should be. There is also, unfortunately, little or no information in the books about the exact location of Stargate. Surprisingly, the measurements came from the USGS of yesterday and today to be where exactly to the Gulf where the vortex is in our opinion should be.

If the seismic activity is indeed related to the Stargate, we can move here do nothing but wait for results that we ingest through sources or channels. Remarkably reporting on suspected terrorists and suspicious packages from Yemen over the past two weeks has flared again explicitly ... Is this due to chance, or there was foreknowledge of what was to happen, so again for a cover-up had to be made?

'Tipping point' webbots and TimeWave Zero 14 November

Another remarkable coincidence or rather 'synchronicity' is that this series of earthquakes (in the stargate) fell on the very day on which the webbots and Time Wave Zero both a 'tipping point' indicated. Clif High, the man behind the web bot project, said two weeks ago when its previous findings of 8 / 9 November to 14 November. His calculation of the date of the break point, then exactly synchronized with the chart that shows Time Wave Zero (picture below). This shift, which thus began yesterday, shows a downward movement again and will last until January 17, 2011. During this period, lasting 63 days we will have a huge amount of change to see, among other politically, financially and emotionally.

Looking at the facts of the events in the Gulf of Aden in addition to the tipping point of webbots and Time Wave filing, can sometimes be related to a shift of consciousness that is produced by Stargate and the 'state of mind of the population affects .

A list of notable events on November 14:
- 43 earthquakes in the Gulf of Aden
- Impact 1123 solar flare
- Webbots / TimeWave Zero crossover and then:
  - The beginning of the pilgrimage to Mecca (Hajj)
  - After Obama returns from Asia trip
  - Highlights of issues in politics (eg France – Sarkozy government, Italy – Berlusconi government, Netherlands – PVV)

That changes are taking place is clear. How people deal with these changes and anticipates depends entirely away from themselves. The future will tell.

We hope that from now from the heart with wisdom and choices will be made so that man can grow to a full and mature awareness, which they soon could be included as members in the intergalactic civilizations.

Please do not take anything I say as truth, I am under control of a lizard race hell bent on staying underground and unsee to further my paranoia.

* Tue Dec 21, 2010 4:36 pm * by Funnyman46


20 Jan 2010

Speak of Yemen, a swarm of earthquakes started at around 9:30AM to 10:00AM on Sunday morning at the epicenter, quickly escalating into over 40 (at the time of writing) strong earthquakes ranging from a magnitude of 4.5 to 5.2. The area where most of these quakes occurred was under the sea where the Red Sea converges with the Gulf of Aden off the coast of Yemen. For over a year now, there has been rumors of stargate portal located in the Gulf of Aden. Attributed to a Mark Huber, the rumor goes as follows:

"In the Gulf of Aden, off the coast of Yemen, over 300 Naval vessels from friends and foes alike are circled around a deep seabed-embedded Stargate that has activated out over the waters and has visible metallic rings suspended in the sky and which have fully opened up an interdimensional/multidimensional portal through which – the King of Egypt reported to us this morning – large cigar-shaped ships have been transiting. When they come through a stargate they have to momentarily de cloak and become visible."

It must be noted that the commencement of the quakes fall exactly around the "Tipping Point" timeline predicted by the Webbot Project. What is really weird is that practically all of the earthquakes have a depth of around 10 kilometres, which indicates that there is some sort of rift or plate shift occurring at one particular point along the Yemen coast. It must also be recognized that the Gulf of Aden is a very integral wayfarer for the global economy, since 11 percent of the world’s seaborne petroleum passes through it and to the Suez Canal for distribution at various regional oil refineries. In terms of shipping, the waterway is very vital as a shipping route between the Arabian Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, with over 20,000 ships crossing its waters annually. If there is a major disruption there, this could have dire impact on a global economy, already rattling from a recession. Further, the
earthquake swarm location is at a tectonic plate boundary region, where the Arabian plate meets the plates of Somalia and Nubia. This area is normally characterized by active rifts and interconnected volcanoes.

More at link

Google search under ‘Gulf of Aden ufo sightings’ gives you this listing to ponder
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&sour... =&gs_rfa=

Please do not take anything I say as truth, I am under control of a lizard race hell bent on staying underground and unseen to further my paranoia.

Tue Dec 21, 2010 5:03 pm by Pindz

The fears of the Americans regarding these Southern Ocean UFO’s began, this report says

SO AMERICANS FEAR OF “SOUTHERN OCEAN UFOS” ??? WHAT KIND OF BULL**IT IS THAT ??

Since 2004, this report continues, fleets of Southern Ocean UFO’s have continued to emerge from their bases

OK, WHEN SOMEBODY CLAIM SOMETHING HE NEEDS TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE - AND THERE IS NONE !! SHOW ME RADAR MAPINGS FROM THAT DAY

The “Immediate danger” to our World when these massive UFO fleets emerge from the Southern Ocean, this report warns, are the massive waves caused by their sudden eruption from what are believed to be their underwater base, or bases.

OK FOLKS !! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH !!!!!!! THIS IS OBVIOUS FEARMONGERING AND BULLSH**

Interesting to note in this report is its confirming our October 14th report US Shuts Down New York City Airspace Over UFO ‘Threat’ that these same Southern Ocean UFO’s were responsible for

FOLKS, THIS IS 1% TRUTH MIXED WITH 99% FEARMONGERING PROPAGANDA

Tue Dec 21, 2010 5:11 pm by Tuor10

pindz wrote:

The fears of the Americans regarding these Southern Ocean UFO’s began, this report says

SO AMERICANS FEAR OF “SOUTHERN OCEAN UFOS” ??? WHAT KIND OF BULL**IT IS THAT ??

Since 2004, this report continues, fleets of Southern Ocean UFO’s have continued to emerge from their bases

OK, WHEN SOMEBODY CLAIM SOMETHING HE NEEDS TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE - AND THERE IS NONE !! SHOW ME RADAR MAPINGS FROM THAT DAY

The “Immediate danger” to our World when these massive UFO fleets emerge from the Southern Ocean, this report warns, are the massive waves caused by their sudden eruption from what are
believed to be their underwater base, or bases.

OK FOLKS! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH !!!!! THIS IS OBVIOUS FEARMONGERING AND BULLSH**

By kris75
Tue Dec 14, 2010 9:55 am
27 replies
18,928 views
Last post by kalinsaast
Wed Dec 15, 2010 4:35 pm

I'm sure if the words shapeshifter or reptilian was mentioned in the article you might not be so dismissive.

This is what happens when the cognitive process is locked in one gear.
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A new report of Kremlin prepared for President Medvedev by Russian Space Forces (VKS) 45th Division of Space Control says that an upcoming WikiLeaks release of secret US cables details that the Americans have been “engaged” since 2004 following UFOs near the Continent of Antarctica, particularly the Southern Ocean.
According to this report, the United States went to its highest alert level on June 10, 2004 after a massive fleet of UFOs “suddenly emerged” from the Southern Ocean and approached Guadalajara, Mexico barely 1,600 kilometers (1,000 miles) from the American border. Prior to reaching the US border, however, this massive UFOs fleet is said in this report to have “dimensionally returned” to their Southern Ocean “home base”.

These Southern Ocean UFOs sightings began during the unprecedented events of July 11, 1991 (referred to as 7/11) when during the Solar Eclipse these mysterious
aircraft appeared by the hundreds over nearly all of Mexico, even their Capital city. Most notable about the events of 7/11 were that as millions of Mexicans were watching on their televisions the National broadcasts of these UFOs over Mexico City, the American media refused to allow their people to view it.

From: http://theendtimesarehere.com/tag/wikileaks/
Wikileaks UFO files may not be what you expect

Assange's alleged UFO files could be merely minor remarks between diplomats. -AsiaOne

Fri, Dec 10, 2010
AsiaOne

Wikileaks founder Julian Assange's claim that his organisation has unreleased documents about UFO may not be as illuminating as it seems.

Internet sources have said that these documents may merely be minor off-hand comments between diplomats instead of revelations about the existence of extraterrestrial life.

In an interview with The Guardian newspaper, Assange said that his organisation had unreleased documents about UFOs. This was before his arrest by the British police.

There have been further speculations about the existence of alien life-forms ever since NASA scientists discovered a new microbe that feeds on arsenic.
NEW SCHWABENLAND

Confidential base of the Third Reich in Antarctica

Vitaly SHELEPOV, the colonel, Cand.Tech.Sci.

About development of the third Reich in the field of "UFOs" today it is known. However questions in the course of time does not become less. How much Germans have succeeded in it? Who helped them? Whether works have been curtailed after war or have proceeded in other, secret areas of globe? How much there correspond to the validity hearings what nazis had contact to extraterrestrial civilizations?

Strangely enough, but answers to these questions it is necessary to search in the remote past. Researchers of secret history of the third Reich today know about its mystical roots and those secret forces which authorities have led already much and directed Hitler's activity. The base of ideology of fascism has been incorporated by confidential societies long before occurrence of the nazi state, but active force this outlook became after defeat of Germany in the First world war. In 1918 the circle of persons, already had an operational experience in the international secret societies, in Munich had been based branch of the Teutonic knightly award - a society "Tula" (under the name of the legendary Arctic country - cradles of mankind). Its official purpose - studying drevnegermanskoj cultures, but true problems were much deeper.

Theorists of fascism have found a nominee suitable for the purposes - ambitious, having mystical experience and besides corporal Adolf Hitler dependent on drugs and have inspired it idea of world supremacy of the German nation. In the end of 1918 young occultist Hitler has been accepted in a society "Tula" and quickly became one of its most active members. And soon ideas of theorists "Tula" have found reflection in its book "My struggle ".

Roughly speaking, the society "Tula" solved problems of reduction
domination of German race in visible - material - the world. But "the
one who sees only political movement in national socialism, a little that
knows about it " . These words belong to Hitler. The matter is that occult
owners "Tula" had also other, not less important purpose - to win and in
the world invisible, metaphysical, so to say, "potustoronnem". With this
purpose in Germany more closed structures were created. So, in 1919 "the
Box of Light " (subsequently "Vril" - under the old indian name of
space energy of a life) has been based secret. Later, in 1933, - an elite
mystical award "Anenerbe" (Ahnenerbe - "the Heritage of ancestors")
which since 1939 under Himmler's initiative became the main research
structure within the limits of SS. Having in the submission of fifty research
institutes, the society "Anenerbe" was engaged in search of the ancient
knowledge, allowing to develop the newest technologies, to operate
by means of magic methods human consciousness, to spend genetic
manipulations with a view of creation of "superperson". - under action galljutsinogennyh drugs,
nonconventional methods of noegenesism Practised a condition of a trance or contact to the
Maximum Unknown persons, or as them named, "Minds External " also. Were used and found
by means of "Anenerbe" ancient occult "keys" (formulas, spells, etc.), allowed to come into
contact with "Another's". For "sessions with gods" the most skilled mediums and contactors
(Maria Otte, etc.) were involved. For cleanliness of results experiments were spent
independently in societies "Tula" and "Vril". Approve, that some occult "keys" have worked and
on independent "channels" almost identical information of technogenic character has been
received. In particular, drawings and descriptions of "flying disks ", under the characteristics
much surpassed aviation technics of that time. Other problem which was put before scientists
and, on hearings, has been partially solved, - creation of "the machine of time ", allowing to
clean up from the history and to receive knowledge of ancient high civilizations, in particular,
data on the magic methods Atlantidy, a considered ancestral home of aryan race. Especial
interest for nazi scientists was represented with technical knowledge atlantov, helped, on a
legend, to build huge sea vessels and the air ships movable by unknown force.

The figures explaining principles "zakrutki" of thin physical fields are
found in archives of the third Reich, allowing to create certain
technomagicheskie devices. The received knowledge were
transferred leading scientists for their "translation" on clear to
designers engineering language.

One of developers tehnologicheskikh devices the well-known
scientific Dr. V.O.Shuma is considered. If to trust certificates its
electrodynamic machines used fast rotation, not only changed
around of themselves structure of time, but also soared in air. (today
scientists already know, that quickly rotating objects change around
of themselves not only a gravitational field, but also existential characteristics. So anything
fantastic that by development "machines of time" nazi scientists have received effect of
antigravitation, no. An Another matter, these processes were how much operated.) there Are
data, that the device with such opportunities was sent under Munich, to Augsburg where its
researches have continued. As a result technical division SS1 has created a series of "flying
disks" type "Vril".

Following generation of "UFOs" was a series "Haunebu". In these devices as it is considered,
some ideas and technologies ancient indijtsev, and also Victor Shaubergera's engines - the most outstanding scientist in the field of the movement of the liquids which have created something similar "perpetuum mobile" are used. There are data on development in IV developmental center SS, submitted to a society "the Black sun", especially confidential "UFO" "Oliiaoo-2" (Haunebu-II). In the book " German UFOs " O.Bergmann results its some characteristics. Diameter of 26,3 meters. The engine: " To Tula "-oaoeiiiaoi? 70, diameter 23,1 meters. Management: the pulse generator of a magnetic field 4a. Speed: 6000 km/hours (settlement - 21000 km/hours). Duration of flight: 55 hours and above. Fitness to flights in a space - 100 percent. Crew nine person, with passengers - twenty person. The planned batch production: the end of 1943 - the beginning of 1944.

The Destiny of this development is unknown, however American researcher Vladimir Terzijski (V.Terzicki) informs, that the further development of this series became device Haunebu-III intended for struggle from air with sea squadrons. Diameter of "plate" made 76 meters, height of 30 meters. On it four cannon towers have been established, in each of which is mounted on three instruments of calibre of 27 sm from a cruiser "Mejzenau". Terzijski approves: in March, 1945 this "plate" has made one turn around of the Earth and has landed in Japan where onboard guns have replaced with nine Japanese instruments of calibre of 45 sm from a cruiser "JAmato" (not a cruiser, and superlinkora, these are two greater differences - a comment red). In movement "plate" resulted " the engine on free energy, which... Used practically inexhaustible energy of gravitation ".

In the end of 50th years Australians have found out among trophy films documentary German film-report about the research project of a flying disk "Oao-7" about which till that time of anything it was known not. In what degree this project realized, it is not clear yet, but it is authentically known, that to the well-known expert on "special actions" _ Otto Skortseni _a to the middle of war have charged to create group of pilots in 250 person for management of "UFOs" and piloted rockets.

Anything improbable is not present and in messages on gravitational engines. Today to the scientists working in the field of alternative energy sources, Hans Kolera's transforming energy of gravitation in electric the so-called converter is known. There are data, that these converters were used in so-called tahionatorah (elektromagnitogravitatsionnyh engines) "Tula" and "Andromeda", made in Germany in 1942-1945 at factories "Siemens" and "AEG". It is underlined, that the same converters were applied as energy sources not only on " flying disks ", but also on any huge (5000-ton) submarines and on underground bases.

Results have been received by scientists "Anenerbe" and in other nonconventional fields of knowledge: in psihotronike, parapsychology, in use "thin" energy for management of individual and mass consciousness, etc. It is considered, that the trophy documents, concerning metaphysical development of the third Reich, have given a new push to similar works to the USA and the USSR, till that time underestimated similar researches or curtailed them. Because of extreme closeness of the information on results of activity of German secret societies today it is difficult to separate the facts from hearings and legends. However that improbable mental transformation which in schitannye years has occured to the cautious and rational German inhabitants who have turned suddenly in obedient crowd, fanatically believed in crazy ideas about the exclusiveness and world supremacy, sets thinking...

In searches of the most ancient magic knowledge "Anenerbe" organized expeditions to the
most remote corners of globe: to Tibet, South America, Antarctica... Last paid special attention.

This territory and today is full of secrets and riddles. Most likely, we should still more many unexpected, including about what knew ancient. Officially Antarctica has been opened F.F. Bellingsgauzena and M.P. Lazareva's by Russian expedition per 1820. However tireless archivists have found out ancient cards from which follows, that about Antarctica knew long before this historical event. One of the cards, made in 1513 turkish admiral Piri Flight, have found out in 1929. Others have emerged also: French geographer Orontsiusa Fineusa from 1532, Phillip Buashe, datirovannaja 1737. Falsifications? We shall not hurry up...

On all these cards outlines of Antarctica are very precisely represented, but... Without an ice cover. Moreover, on card Buashe the passage dividing continent on two parts is perfectly visible. And its presence under thickness of an ice is established by the newest methods only last decades. We shall add, that the international expeditions checked card Piri of Flight, have found out - it more precisely the cards made in XX a century. Seismic investigation has confirmed what nobody guessed: some mountains of Queen Maud land which are considered till now by a part of a uniform file, have appeared actually islands as it and has been specified on an ancient card. So about falsification of speech, most likely, does not go. But whence such data at the people lived for some centuries before opening of Antarctica?

And Flight, and Buashe approved, that at drawing up of cards used ancient greek originals. After detection of cards the most different hypotheses about their origin were put forward. The majority of them are reduced to that initial cards are made by any high civilization existed in days of when coast of Antarctica have not been covered yet by an ice, that is up to global cataclysm. The opinion, that Antarctica - was Atlantida expressed. One of arguments: the sizes of this legendary country (30000 h 20000 stages on Platon, 1 stages - 185 meters) approximately correspond to the sizes of Antarctica.

Naturally, scientists "Anenerbe" which all over the world ransacked in searches of traces of the Atlantic civilization, could not pass by this hypothesis. As it was perfectly coordinated with their philosophy approved, in particular, that on poles of a planet there are inputs in huge cavities inside of the Earth. And Antarctica became one of overall objectives of nazi scientists.

Interest which was shown by heads of Germany before the Second world war to this far and lifeless area of globe, then did not find a reasonable explanation. And meanwhile the attention to Antarctica was exclusive. In 1938-1939 Germans had been organized two Antarctic expeditions in which pilots "ljuftvaffe" not simply surveyed, but also metal pendants with a sign on a swastika have staked out behind the third Reich huge (size about Germany) territory of this continent - Queen Maud land (soon it has received the name " New Swabia "). The commander who has come back Hamburg of expedition Ritsher on April, 12th, 1939 reported: "I have executed the mission assigned to me by marshal Goering. For the first time the German planes have flown by above the Antarctic continent. Everyone of 25 kilometers our planes dumped pendants. We have covered a zone approximately in 600 thousand square kilometers. From them 350 thousand have been photographed ".

Goering's Air experts have made the business. The turn has come to
operate to "old salts" of " Fuhrer of submarines " admiral Charles Dyonitsa (1891-1981). And to coast of Antarctica skrytno submarines have directed. The known writer and the historian of M. Demidenko informs, that, assorting superconfidential archives SS, it has found out the documents specifying that the squadron of submarines during expedition to Queen Maud land has found the whole system of the caves connected among themselves with warm air. " My submariners have found out the present earthly paradise ", - has dropped then Dyonits. And in 1943 from its lips other mysterious phrase has sounded also: " the German underwater fleet is proud of that on other doomsday has created for Fuhrer a unapproachable fortress ".

How?

It appears, within five years Germans spent carefully hidden work on creation in Antarctica nazi confidential base under the code name " Base 211 ". Anyway, it declares a lot of independent researchers. Under indications of eyewitneses, already from the beginning of 1939 between Antarctica and Germany have begun regular (time in three months) flights of research vessel " Swabia ". Bergman in the book approves " German UFOs ", that from this year and within several years to Antarctica gornoprohodcheskoe the equipment and other technics, including rail roads, trolleys and huge mills for prohodki tunnels constantly sent. Most likely, were used for delivery of cargoes and submarines. And not only usual.

Retired American colonel Uindel Stevens (Wendelle C. Stevens) informs: " to Our investigation where I worked in the end of war, it was known, what Germans build eight very much greater cargo submarines (whether on them converters Kolera have been established? - V.SH.) and all of them have been floated, completed and further have completely disappeared. About this day we have no concept where they send away. They not on ocean day, and are not present them in one port about which we know. It is a riddle, but it can be opened owing to this Australian documentary film (we mentioned it above. - V.SH.) in which greater German cargo submarines in Antarctic are shown, around of them ices, crews cost on decks pending stops at a mooring ".

By the end of war, Stevens approves, for Germans was available nine research enterprises for which tested projects of " flying disks ". " Eight of these enterprises together with scientific and key figures have been successfully evacuated from Germany. The ninth construction is blown up... We have the classified information, that some of these research enterprises are transported in a place under the name " New Swabia "... Today it can be already decent sizes a complex. Perhaps, there there are these greater cargo submarines. We believe, that to Antarctic one has been transported at least (or more) the enterprise on development of disks. We have an information that one has been evacuated in area of Amazon, and another - on northern coast of Norway, where a lot of the German population. They have been evacuated in confidential underground constructions... "

Known researchers of the Antarctic secrets of the third Reich of R.Vesko, Century Terzijski, approve D.Chajldress, that since 1942 by means of submarines on South Pole thousand prisoners of concentration camps (labour), and also visible scientists, pilots and politicians with families and members gitlerjugenda - a genofund of the future "pure" race have been thrown.

Except for mysterious huge submarines for these purposes it was
used not less than hundred serial submarines of a class "U", including superconfidential connection "the Escort of Fuhrer" which structure included 35 submarines. Right at the end of war in Kiel from these elite submarines have removed all military equipment and have shipped containers with any valuable cargo. Submarines have taken aboard also any mysterious passengers and a plenty of the foodstuffs. It is authentically known about destiny only two boats from this escort. One of them, "U-530", under command 25-years Otto Vermauta on April, 13th, 1945 has left Kiel and has delivered to Antarctica relics of the third Reich and Hitler's personal things, and also passengers which persons hid surgical bandages. Another, "U-977", under command Hajntsa SHeffera hardly later has repeated this route but as whom it transported, it is not known.

Both these submarines in the summer of 1945 (on July, 10th and on August, 17th accordingly) have arrived to the Argentina port Mar del Plata and have surrendered to authorities. Most likely, indications, which distances submariners on interrogations, have extremely excited Americans, and in the end of 1946 the known researcher of Antarctic the American admiral Richard E. Berd (Byrd) has received the order to destroy nazi base in "New Swabia"
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